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Abstract: Deterministic optics fabrication using sub-aperture tools has been vital for manufac-
turing precision optical surfaces. The fabrication process requires the tool influence function
and the tool path to calculate the dwell time that guides the tool to bring surface quality within
tight design tolerances. Widely used spiral and raster paths may leave excess waviness from
the tool path, and the unavoidable constant removal layer is added to obtain positive dwell time.
This waviness can be removed by either using smaller tools sequentially or randomizing the tool
path. However, the existing tool-path solutions can hardly adapt to different surface aperture
shapes and localized surface errors. Process efficiency and accuracy are also not well considered
in tool-path planning. We propose an innovative zonal Random Adaptive Path (RAP) to solve
these problems in this study. Firstly, RAP can be flexibly adapted to different surface aperture
shapes by introducing part boundary. Secondly, an average threshold strategy is used in the RAP
planning to improve efficiency, enabling the surface errors to be selectively corrected. Finally,
the threshold is performed in several passes within one processing cycle, each with its RAP, until
the desired residual is achieved. The performance of the proposed RAP is studied by comparing
it with the conventional tool paths. The results demonstrated that RAP takes the least processing
time and achieves the best surface quality, which verifies the effectiveness of RAP in deterministic
optics fabrication.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Tailored optical components have essential applications in space exploration, consumer products,
surveillance, and health care instrumentation. Demands for precision to ultra-precision optical
components are increasing due to advancements in optical technologies. Overall performance
of optoelectronics and optomechanical systems depends on the performance of the electronic
component, optomechanical assembly, and sub-micrometer geometric shape accuracies of optical
components such as lenses and mirrors. Designing, fabricating, and testing intricate shapes
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such as aspheres and freeforms with high surface accuracy accuracies are often challenging and
time-consuming [1,2].

Computer-control optical surfacing (CCOS) processes such as sub-aperture polishing bonnet
[3,4], wheel [5], magnetorheological finishing [6], laser polishing [7,8], and ion beam figuring
(IBF) [9] processes are widely used to make small to large optical mirrors. A blank is shaped
into the desired form and then finished from matte to specular surface in several grinding and
polishing stages [10,11]. Finally, the last stage of polishing is used to achieve final design
tolerances. According to the convolutional polishing model, a tool influence function (TIF)
and a tool path are the two key parameters in optimizing dwell time, which is used to guide
the movements of the tool during CCOS [12–14]. While a TIF describes the tool’s localized
correction ability per unit time during polishing, a tool path defines how the TIF travels across the
workpiece to remove or reduce the surface errors during optical fabrication. The surface errors
are typically categorized into form, waviness, and roughness, ranging from low-to-high spatial
frequencies. While form and roughness are affected by various factors, such as machine tool
wear and offsetting, envelope profiles of tool grains, tool vibrations, etc., waviness is primarily
the direct consequence of tool paths.

Conventionally, in CCOS, a tool path is mapped along the clear aperture to follow a raster or
spiral tool path [15]. Depending upon the error, the material is removed selectively based on
the local error by dwelling tools over the region. The deterministic control of CCOS depends
on the material removal rate of the sub-aperture tool [4,16]. During the polishing process, tool
paths leave residual signatures caused by inherent patterns in the tool path [17]. Residual tool
signatures cause waviness, which reduces the performance of the optical system [11]. Correction
of these residual tool marks often requires post-polishing and smoothing cycles [1]. Randomizing
the tool path helps reduce residual tool marks. Dunn et al. applied a pseudorandom path to
reduce the effect of residual tool signatures on a hexagonal segment [18]. Wang et al. developed
a unicursal random maze to reduce the periodic structure in the polished surface compared with
the raster and Hilbert path [19]. Tam et al. applied and tested the peano-like tool path on the
aspherical surface and demonstrated its performance [20]. It is also reported that sudden changes
in velocity caused by the change in direction affect the surface during tool motion. This effect
can be removed by implementing smooth bends or circular random paths, which minimizes
velocity changes of the polishing tool [21]. Although these existing random tool paths reduce
waviness, they are hard to be adapted to different surface shapes for localized selective correction.
Polishing efficiency and accuracy are also not well considered in tool-path planning.

In this study, we propose a zonal (i.e., targeting tailored local subaperture regions with
customizable aperture part boundary) Random Adaptive Path (RAP). That adds additional
randomness and adapts to the local error, providing extra flexibility in handling different shapes
of apertures. Moreover, based on a threshold selection of height, a surface error map is corrected
in multiple passes in a cycle, reducing the overall processing time without compromising the
optimization accuracy. Simulations are carried out to select threshold error using the bearing area
curve and height fraction. Finally, verification of RAP is done by comparing the Peak to Valley
(PV), Root Mean Square (RMS), time, and Power Spectral Density (PSD) for all combinations
of three TIFs with spiral path, raster path, random path, and RAP. It has been found that RAP
produces better surface quality than the spiral path with reduced processing time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The RAP and selective path correction are briefly
introduced in Section 2, followed by a detailed explanation of RAP generation methods in Section
3. Section 4 verifies the RAP adaptability, efficiency, and accuracy. Next, the simulated residual
error is compared with spiral, raster and random polishing tool paths. Finally, the feasibility and
limitations are discussed in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. Zonal random adaptive path

The schematic representation of the proposed RAP is shown in Fig. 1(a), which consists of
a flexible membrane (FEM)/ bonnet polishing tool, OptoTech MCP 250, engaged with the
workpiece.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the workpiece–tool interaction during CCOS and RAP for different
passes (R1 to R4) in a single cycle. R1 is the initial differential surface topography, and R2,
R3, and R4 are the intermediate residual error for generating RAPs; (b) conventional raster
and spiral tool paths with parameters δx, δy and δθ, δr respectively.

Existing raster and spiral tool paths are shown in Fig. 1(b). In a raster tool path, the tool
meanders along x- and y-direction with point increments of δx and δy, respectively. Similarly, in
a spiral path, the tool follows the Archimedes spiral path with an angular point increment of δθ
along the arc δr. In Fig. 1(a), the RAP with a differential error map on the workpiece shows the
irregularities using a color error map. Only the zonal “hot” regions above the threshold error
are to be traversed during the correction cycle. Unlike the existing polishing tool paths, e.g.,
spiral, raster, and pseudorandom paths, random adaptive paths do correction polishing on specific
subaperture zones such as convex errors shown by the yellow-red color region or skip concave
error zones shown by blue regions. Example correction passes (Passes 1-4) in a cycle are shown
at the bottom. Random adaptive path generation in different passes is generated using differential
error maps R1-R4.

Correction polishing using a RAP is done by considering the removal threshold, i.e., the error
height above which the surface is corrected in a given pass of a polishing cycle. The correction is
done in multiple passes (see Fig. 1 Passes 1 to 4) with a different RAP in every pass. The RAPs
for the successive multiple passes are generated using the previous pass’s differential surface
error maps (R1 - R4) with a given initial surface error.

This way, polishing avoids, reduces, or removes the tool path signature left during traditional
polishing (spiral and raster), minimizes the polishing process time, and overlapping random paths
in different passes in a single cycle enhances the surface quality of PV, RMS, and PSD. The
following sections explain the random path and random adaptive path generation method.
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3. Random adaptive path generation

3.1. Random path generation

The random path generation method uses a space-filling curve to obtain a base path. The
generation of a base space-filling curve is systematically defined in the steps below; The base
space-filling path is obtained using the Hilbert path which is based on the recursive calling of
fundamental patterns. The first step is to define four basic non-terminal symbols: {H, A, B, C}
as shown by the red color region surrounding the symbols H, A, B, and C in Fig. 2(a). Any
non-terminal symbol is used as a starting point. Next, define a set of terminal symbols {→↓←↑}
shown by blue color in Fig. 2(a). Their terminal symbol indicates the connection directly between
the basic patterns during the iterations of the Hilbert curve. The levels of the curve are represented
in Fig. 2(b). Finally, Replace all non-terminal symbols for constant refinement during each level.
The production and replacement rules for the basic pattern and iterations are given below.

a) H←A↑H→H↓B

b) A←H→A↑A←C

c) B←C←B↓B→H

d) C←B↓C←C↑A

Fig. 2. (a) Replacement scheme of the basic pattern (A, B, C, and H) in the Hilbert curve
and (b) different levels of the Hilbert space-filling curve.

To generate a random tool path with a circular part boundary, grid points along the base
space-filling curve are refined to increase the point density to keep the tool path spacing less
than a fraction of spot diameter [22]. Then the grid points are transformed to place the origin
of the cartesian coordinate system symmetrically at the center of the regular grid of the base
space-filling path. A circular part boundary is defined using the standard function used to
describe the circle’s equation with its center at the origin as F(x, y)= x2+ y2-R2. All the points
outside the circle are excluded, i.e., F(x, y) > 0. The points inside the region of the circular part
boundary, e.g., F(x, y) < 0, and points situated on the circumference of the circular region, F(x,
y)= 0, remain.

Next, all the points falling near and inside the circle boundaries are extended to the boundaries
of the circle. The edge effect is improved by reducing the degree in randomness near the edges
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(between 0.95 to 1 times clear aperture radius) and adjusting the peripheral points to adjust near
the outer boundary. This way the edge effect can be improved. Alternatively, excess of margin
equivalent to the spot diameter may be considered with the diameter of work piece to avoid the
edge effect. The Hilbert path in the blue circular region is shown in Fig. 3(a), and the progression
of the tool path from starting 0 to finishing point 1 in Fig. 3(b). The randomized path (Fig. 3(c))
is obtained by adding random deviations from the nominal space-filling tool path, i.e., as shown
in Fig. 4.

xi = xi + rβδs, r ∈ (0, 1) (1)

yi = yi + rβδs, where i = 1, 2, 3 . . . ni (2)

xj = xi=k, yj = yi=k (3)

k = 1 + (j − 1)α, where j = 1, 2, 3 . . . nj and nj =

[︃
(ni − 1)
α

+ 1
]︃

(4)

Fig. 3. Tool paths; (a) Hilbert tool path in the circular region, (b) path sequence (start 0 and
stop 1), and (c) random tool path in the circular region.

Fig. 4. Change in the tool path with reduction factor α and randomness factor β.

Randomness, β, is added to the points (xi, yi) inside the circular region where r is the random
number, δs is the spacing between successive points in Hilbert grid space, and ni is the total
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number of points without applying reduction factor α. Here, the β was considered on the higher
side, i.e., near 1, to increase the randomness. The randomness can be changed by adding a
reduction factor, α, to modify the random path by alternatively reducing points in sequence. α
can have an integral value of one or greater depending on the point density of initial Hilbert path
or level. The base and random tool paths are shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(c), and a random tool
path with different α and β values is given in Fig. 4. As depicted, the randomness can be varied
using α and β. Increasing α decreases the density of the point, and β adds randomness along
with the two coordinate directions of the tool path.

3.2. Random adaptive path generation

The following steps detail the method of random adaptive tool path generation

1. As discussed in the previous section, the first prerequisite is to generate a random path
over the entire aperture.

2. Select a threshold error, ho, for generating a random adaptive tool path. The selection of ho
can be done based on mean PV error or using a bearing area curve (BAC). Differential
error mapping is used for mapping the region of interest or the convex zones for correction,
as shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b).

3. Omit all the tool path points in a random path below the threshold for generating the
selective correction path as depicted in Figs. 5(b) and (c). Movement lines (see big
lines in Fig. 5(c)) pass through the concave area. During the execution and correction
of polishing, polishing tools can be dragged slowly (or lifted if the fabrication machine
and tool allow) to avoid unintended micro defects from unintended polishing along these
necessary connection paths. It is important to note that this zonal approach is more efficient
than going through the unwanted area multiple times with a traditional path such as a spiral
or raster path.

4. The sequence of polishing passes (see Fig. 1(a)) is needed based on the threshold value ho,
as shown in Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 5. (a) Surface error, (b) selective random tool path region above the threshold for
correction, (c) adaptive tool path overlapping the surface error in selective areas.

This method can generate arbitrarily shaped regions, e.g., hexagon, obscured mirrors, pinwheel
segments, and other usable shapes using a set of inequalities bounding the polishing path region.
Compared with correcting the full aperture in one cycle, processing time can be saved in random
adaptive correction polishing. Threshold error, modifying dwell time, and boundary corrections
can change the time saved during random adaptive correction polishing.
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Fig. 6. (a) Differential topographic error, (b) bearing area curve.

3.3. Cutoff height for random adaptive path

Topographic error distribution is random, depending on the sequence of fabrication stages from
grinding to correction polishing. Therefore, for correction using a random adaptive path, cutoff
height may be selected as half, or a fraction, of the PV error within the clear aperture. Another
approach is to find the areal distribution of the error within the clear aperture and use the
percentage area of an aperture for random adaptive path correction in every pass. Depending on
the threshold error, mid-&-high spatial frequency errors are corrected in successive polishing
cycles, with low-to-mid frequency errors in initial passes and high-frequency errors in final
passes.

A bearing area curve that defines the relationship between the height distribution and a
percentage area function can define the cutoff height for the random adaptive correction.
Figure 6(a) shows the differential topographic error with a bearing area curve (Fig. 6(b). The
dotted blue lines show the height for 10% (lower dotted line) and 90% (upper dotted line) cutoff.
Height up to 10% is considered the peak value, height from 90-100% of the area as valleys, and
the region between 10-90% is considered core irregularities. We performed test simulations for
40%, 60%, and 80% of the percentage area of the aperture. Results are shown here in Fig. 7 a) to
c) below

Fig. 7. (a) Process time of each pass, (b) PV (nm) error, and (c) RMS (nm) error for 40, 60,
and 80% of the percentage area of the aperture.

For 40%, 60%, and 80% area, it took 20, 9, and 3 passes, respectively. With cutoff selection
using a higher percentage coverage of the area, the process converges rapidly, with improved PV
and RMS values compared with a cutoff selection using a lower percentage coverage area. Only
a small fraction of peak errors is removed during each correction pass with lower percentage area
coverage, and the number of cycles increases with low local dwell times or high feed rates. The
lower percentage coverage area causes divergence at the end of correction passes due to high
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instantaneous feed and low dwell time. A comparison of different cutoff cases with correction
done using the spiral path and raster path in one pass is shown in Fig. 8.

219  220 Figure 6: a) Differential topographic error b) bearing area curve

221  A bearing area curve that defines the relationship between the height distribution and a 
222 percentage area function can define the cutoff height for the random adaptive correction. Figure 
223 6 a) shows the differential topographic error with a bearing area curve (Fig. 6 b). The dotted 
224 blue lines show the height for 10% (lower dotted line) and 90% (upper dotted line) cutoff. 
225 Height up to 10% is considered the peak value, height from 90-100% of the area as valleys, and 
226 the region between 10-90% is considered core irregularities. We performed test simulations for 
227 40%, 60%, and 80% of the percentage area of the aperture. Results are shown here in Fig. 7 a) 
228 to c) below

229
230 Figure 7: a) Process time of each pass, b) PV (nm) error, and c) RMS (nm) error for 40, 60, and 
231 80% of the percentage area of the aperture. 

232 For 40%, 60%, and 80% area, it took 20, 9, and 3 passes, respectively. With cutoff selection 
233 using a higher percentage coverage of the area, the process converges rapidly, with improved 
234 PV and RMS values compared with a cutoff selection using a lower percentage coverage area. 
235 Only a small fraction of peak errors is removed during each correction pass with lower 
236 percentage area coverage, and the number of cycles increases with low local dwell times or 
237 high feed rates. The lower percentage coverage area causes divergence at the end of correction 
238 passes due to high instantaneous feed and low dwell time. A comparison of different cutoff 
239 cases with correction done using the spiral path and raster path in one pass is shown in Fig. 8.

240
241 Figure 8: Comparison of RAP with different cutoff cases with a spiral and raster paths a) time 
242 (min), and PV (nm) b) RMS (nm), and Passes

Fig. 8. Comparison of RAP with different cutoff cases with a spiral and raster paths (a)
time (min), and PV (nm) (b) RMS (nm), and Passes.

4. Verification of the random adaptive path

4.1. Verification of aperture shape adaptability

Random adaptive tool path adaptability is verified in this section. Different aperture shapes
and corresponding tool paths are demonstrated in Fig. 9, consisting of the random path in a
circular region, a pentagon with obscuration, a hexagon with obscuration, a circular region
with obscuration, a keystone segment, and a pinwheel segment [23,24]. The generation process
for random paths for the circular region (Fig. 9) is given in section 3, with the f(x,y) function
definition of the circle coinciding with the origin. For the generation of a polygon, as shown in
Figs. 9(b) and (c), a set of linear inequalities using line function ln(x, y) (where n is the nth side of
a polygon) is used to constrain the region of interest in the RAP. Center obscuring was generated
using the function definition of an obscuring circle fr(x,y). Similarly, the obscured circle can be
obtained using f(x,y) and fr(x,y). We also verified RAP adaptability to keystone and pinwheel
segments. Exoplanet telescope diffracted light can be minimized using a segmented solution and
a pinwheel-pupil solution using a keystone configuration. Random adaptive paths for keystone
and pinwheel are given in Figs. 9(e) and (f), respectively. In the keystone segment, the random
adaptive path region is bounded using functions; outside circle f(x,y), obscuring circle fr(x,y), and
angular limits θi ≤ θ ≤ θf . In pinwheel segments, a set of four functions, inequality constraints,
were used, i.e., f(x,y) for outside circle, fr(x,y) for obscuring circle, fθi(x,y) for initial spoke, and
fθf (x,y) for final spoke were used for bounding region within spokes and circles.

4.2. Verification of the efficiency and accuracy

Prerequisites for dwell time optimization are tool influence function, tool path, and differential
topography (target removal). Spiral, raster, and random or pseudorandom paths are often used
for dwell time implementation and analyses in existing processes. The systematic dwell time
implementation process using a RAP is shown in Fig. 10. Where Fig. 10(a) represents the process
cycle in which the initial surface error is used to evaluate the RAP, processed in a loop in several
passes (p) until RMS is less than the required RMS error. RAP parameters include; threshold ho
Level L, rotation angle θ for rotation of path by a given angle in each pass, randomness β for
base space-filling path, and density reduction α for reduction of point density. The dwell time
optimization was carried out using the universal dwell time optimization (UDO) [14] since it
allows the dwell time to be calculated for arbitrary dwell points and is computationally efficient.
UDO’s correction is based on selectively correcting the surface based on the tool path and
thresholding the height ho. Dwell time optimization is implemented in the region above ho and
it is optimized in every pass.
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Fig. 9. Random adaptive base path verification with the geometry of shape (a) circular, (b)
pentagon with obscuration, (c) hexagon with obscuration, (d) obscured circular, (e) keystone
segment [24], and (f) pinwheel segment [23].

 

Fig. 10. Dwell time evaluation process diagram using RAP implemented with universal
dwell time optimization (UDO) [14].
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To study the performance of RAP, as shown in Fig. 11, three different kinds of TIFs of the
FEM polishing tool from OptoTech MCP 250 [25], where the tool precessions of 0°, 5°, and 10°
with Peak Removal Rates 12.75 nm/s, 28.20 nm/s, and 46.6 nm/s, respectively, are used in this
simulation.

Fig. 11. TIF of polishing tool at different tool precession (ϕ) (a) TIF-1 at 0°, (b) TIF-2 at
5°, and (c) TIF-3 at 10°.

Correction polishing simulation was then performed using spiral, raster, random, and random-
adaptive paths for different tool paths. UDO was used for dwell time calculation. The correction
run consists of a single dwell time optimized map for the spiral, raster and random paths. In
random adaptive paths, different correction runs on adaptive paths are carried in multiple passes
in a single cycle based on the predetermined passes with different random adaptive paths in each
pass and a path-specific dwell time map. The region for the random adaptive path was obtained
using a cutoff threshold. The error above the threshold is corrected in each pass. Figure 12(a)
shows the initial surface error within the 60×60 mm window of Fig. 12(b). The surface error in
Fig. 12(a), tool path in Fig. 12(e), and TIF-3 (Fig. 11(c)) were used in estimating the intermediate
Residual-1 in Fig. 12(i). The Residual-1 is used again in generating the path in Pass-2 for
estimating Residual-2 in Fig. 12(j). The process is followed until the surface error reaches a
value less than the targeted error in terms of PV or RMS. The labelled number shows the process
sequence flow from (1) to (8) adjacent to the arrow from initial to final error. Other tool paths,
spiral and random, are given in Fig. 12(c) and Fig. 12(d).

4.2.1. Comparison of residual error maps

Different polishing runs were carried out using TIF-1, TIF-2, TIF-3, spiral path, raster, random
path, and random adaptive tool path. A general trend among different tool paths shows that PV
and RMS values are lowest for random paths followed by random adaptive and spiral paths. The
random adaptive path took the least time compared with spiral, raster and random. A comparison
between different paths is given in Fig. 13 below.

Comparing TIF-1, TIF-2, and TIF-3, it can be depicted from Figs. 13(a) and (b) that TIF-3
achieved better results in all the cases of spiral, raster, random, and RAP in terms of processing
time and RMS error. This may be due to the near Gaussian shape of the tool influence function
of TIF-3. However, for a complex workpiece, it may not always be possible to engage a tool with
a workpiece to create a near Gaussian-shaped TIF. Therefore, we have also considered other
cases with TIF-1 and TIF-2.

Figures 14(a) to (i) shows the residual error for the different cases with different tool paths
(spiral, raster, random, and RAP) along different rows and TIFs 1 to 3 along columns. For
comparison, we have considered the same level of spacing for spiral, raster, random, and RAP
with the same base spacing for random and RAP cases. All possible cases of three TIFs of
polishing tools and tool paths, spiral, raster, and random adaptive, are given below.
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Fig. 12. (a) Initial surface error within 60×60 mm window of total surface error, (b) total
surface error with different polishing tool paths; (c) spiral, (d) random, and random adaptive
paths in pass-1 to pass-4 in (e) to (h) generating a respective residual error from (i) to (l).

Fig. 13. Comparison of residual error for different tool paths and TIFs (a) PV (nm) and
Process time (min) (b) RMS (nm).
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Fig. 14. Comparison grid of residual surface error for three paths, spiral, random, and
random adaptive, using TIF-1, TIF-2, and TIF-3.
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In the case of spiral and raster paths, residual surface errors consist of characteristic marks
of spiral trajectories. These residual marks are effectively removed in the case of random and
random adaptive tool paths.

4.2.2. Power spectral density analysis

Figure 15 shows the integrated PSD for different TIFs and polishing tool paths. It can be depicted
from the figure for all TIF cases that random and random adaptive paths produce a low RMS
distribution concerning the range of frequencies in the figure. TIF-1 shows a deviation as
compared with TIF-2 and TIF-3. This may be due to the shape of TIF-1 with low central removal.
For higher frequencies, similar integrated PSDs can be seen. Hence, it may be concluded
from Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 that random and random adaptive paths produce better (or similar)
surface quality to the traditional paths in terms of PV, RMS, and PSD. In the meantime, random
adaptive paths also reduce the processing time compared to random, raster and spiral paths, while
RAP enables the fabrication of various workpiece shapes to support untraditional segmentation
topologies such as pinwheel segments.

Fig. 15. Integrated power spectral density (PSD) of the final error map for different
combinations of TIFs and polishing tool paths.

The PSD analysis above shows that Random path and RAP can be effectively used for removing
a range of low-mid-high spatial frequency errors.

5. Discussion

Precision polishing of optics is an essential and time-consuming process. It is because, during
polishing, stringent design tolerances are to be achieved. Precision polishing and finishing are
generally carried out using polishing and finishing tools. The selection of a combination of
polishing processes depends on the precision required and the intricacy in the shape and size of
the optics. Tool influence function, tool path, and dwell time optimization are the three areas that
work together to reach limiting machine performances. The correction ability of features on the
surface depends on the minimum spot size used. However, reducing the spot size poses a challenge
to the usable point intervals spacing or tool path spacing, especially in the case of non-contact
polishing and finishing techniques, e.g., laser polishing and IBF. Therefore, randomizing the
tool path is a possible solution to avoid or remove repetitive tool signatures or waviness on the
surface. The proposed solution of truly randomizing ensues the non-repetitiveness in tool path
patterns. During the fabrication process, the localized high amplitude of error is sensitive to
handle. Full-aperture correction uses dwell time optimization in widely applied existing polishing
and finishing techniques; however, tool motion is challenging to control considering machining
feed limitations. Therefore, the proposed random adaptive path solution best fits such cases and
polishing in general. Material removal rate and tool path density are essential factors that need to
be considered during the final stages. High material removal rate with increased path density
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increases correction sensitivity during the final stages, and the material removal rate must be
wisely selected. Reducing the material removal rate or increasing the extra stock removal layer
with increased path density may help achieve final sub-micrometer design tolerances but increase
the processing time. Selective correction helps focus only on selective areas with minimum
material removal rate, thereby reducing process time. This research explored the new random
adaptive paths that randomize and adapt to a local error with optimized dwell time in every pass.
However, we believe there is a wide scope of further optimization in selecting correction zones
for adaptive correction and the development of random adaptive paths for large optical surfaces.
This study kept the material removal rate low to avoid tool feed errors or feed rate problems in
pseudorandom and other random paths.

In RAP, randomness β and reduction α can be adjusted to ensure the tool path avoids sharp
zones. To some extent, the sharp corners can be brought close to 90 degrees by changing α and
β. However, there are many points for high randomness where the tool path points are making
acute angles between lines joining successive points. There is no constraint for obtuse angles,
but the TIF removal rate is low to compensate for acute angle problems. Alternatively, angles
between successive points can be introduced. However, it will increase complexity because it
will make every angle obtuse, hampering the space-filling capacity of random paths due to a lack
of sufficient bending (acute angles). The above discussion can be summarized as follows. RAP
has cons in terms of limited fast tool movements due to rapid change in the direction of a tool in
a random direction, which may reduce the process accuracy. On the pros side, RAP can help to
selectively correct the optical surface in a single run with multiple passes, reducing mid-high
spatial frequency errors and increasing surface quality. Another benefit is the ability to adapt to
different workpiece boundaries as presented in prevision sections. Applying random adaptive
paths for intricate shapes needs further investigation due to sensitivity in controlling multi-axis
motion for complex geometries.

6. Conclusion

An innovative random path adapting to the local errors on the surface is developed, which can be
used for polishing and correction polishing of differential topographic errors in a single cycle.
The cycle is carried out with multiple passes enabling correction optimization in both space and
time. We analyzed existing and widely used spiral and raster paths with proposed random and
random adaptive paths. FEM TIF with different shapes, axis-symmetric and non-axisymmetric,
was used to study the residual error PV, RMS, and PSD. A comparison shows that random
adaptive paths produce better or similar surface quality overall in terms of RMS, PV, and PSD
while reducing the overall process time and enabling non-traditional aperture shape fabrication.

The method may be extended to other space-filling curves. Random and random adaptive paths
can be used for polishing arbitrarily shaped surfaces as verified, e.g., circular, polygon, keystone,
and pinwheel full or obscured configurations. We acknowledge that the study was conducted with
a randomly selected surface. Implementing random adaptive tool paths may generate errors due
to tool misfits and limited axis-feed during machining complex or intricate shaped geometries if
not considered in the implementation. Process time saved in random adaptive paths may vary
based on the initial surface. However, random adaptive paths are helpful for rapidly converging
surface error in correction stages and reducing material removal sensitivity during final correction
stages by selectively correcting the surface, thereby enabling finer correction without affecting the
rest of the area on the surface. Therefore, RAP is suitable for efficient commercial and precision
optics fabrication using contact and non-contact sub-aperture polishing and finishing processes.
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